
 

 

Getting Started with Project Fractal 

Project Fractal Team, AEC Generative Design 

Project Fractal is a cloud computational design solution that leverages Autodesk’s 

Dynamo Studio to capture project goals, constraints, and building expertise to produce 

design options for exploration and elaboration. Created from key Autodesk technologies, 

Project Fractal employs design generation and analysis to increase understanding of 

design possibilities. 
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Project Fractal Quick Start 

If you want to immediately dive in to Project Fractal, follow the steps and guidelines 

below. More detail on access procedures and interfaces follow. 

1. If you want to create your own Fractal content, install the latest released version 

of Dynamo Studio 2017  or use the free Student Version of Dynamo Studio.  If not, 

go to step 2 and then use the sample files at fractal.live 

2. Login to Project Fractal with the AutodeskID that you want to whitelist (this will 

fail but will put you on the whitelist request list). 

3. Contact the Project Fractal team with the email address associated with your 

Autodesk ID so that we can whitelist your address for access to Project Fractal. 

4. Review guidelines below about what Dynamo nodes work with Project Fractal. 

5. Publish a Workspace from Dynamo Studio to Project Fractal.  File menu>Send to 

Web... 

6. Visit a list of Dynamo workspaces published to your Autodesk ID directly by 

accessing Project Fractal. 

7. Once you've selected and opened a workspace in Project Fractal, you can generate 

options, save custom options, and/or sort and filter all of the options in your 

Dynamo workspace. 

8. Contact us at Fractal.Dev@autodesk.com and tell us what you think!  

Guidelines 

1. Only native Dynamo nodes are eligible to run in Project Fractal - same rules as the 

Dynamo Customizer described here. 

2. Slider inputs will vary automatically in Project Fractal after pressing "Generate", 

combining min max and median values for each input. 

3. Numerical inputs will not vary but can be set to different values and saved 

manually as different options. 

4. Thumbnails created on save or generate are derived from the position of the 

model in the main view. 

5. Nicknamed watch nodes that contain a number or a boolean value can be used for 

outputs (these will show up orange in the parallel coordinates graph). 

  

http://dynamobim.org/download/
http://www.autodesk.com/education/free-software/dynamo-studio
https://home.fractal.live/
https://www.fractal.live/manager.html
mailto:Fractal.Dev@autodesk.com?subject=Whitelist%20Request
https://www.fractal.live/manager.html
mailto:fractal.dev@autodesk.com?subject=Fractal%20Alpha
http://dynamobim.org/dynamo-customizer-beta-now-available/
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Using Dynamo Studio with Project Fractal 

Autodesk’s Dynamo Studio is the visual programming environment used to author 

graphs compatible with Project Fractal. Since Project Fractal is oriented toward 

displaying geometric designs, the most interesting Dynamo graphs will be those that 

produce geometry as a result. Several compatible sample graphs, including those 

demonstrated in the class, are available for download from the class’s Data Set folder. 

 

As an Alpha offering, Project Fractal does not support all nodes and Dynamo Packages at 

this time. See the Quick Start guide above for the restrictions on eligible Dynamo 

graphs. 

 

Before uploading your Dynamo graph, there are two things to keep in mind that will 

enhance the interaction of your graph with Project Fractal. 
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Inputs 

Numeric Dynamo sliders and direct numeric value inputs to a graph will appear in the 

Project Fractal interface if the target nodes are marked “Is Input”, by right-clicking on 

the selected node and setting the corresponding choice in the menu, as in the 

illustration below: 

 

 

 

You can select as many as you like, but the Project Fractal interface may become 

crowded with more than 10 inputs at once. 
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Outputs 

If you’d like some output values to appear in Project Fractal’s interface, add a Dynamo 

Watch Node and rename the node. In the illustration below, the “Shading Wall Ratio” 

node is a renamed watch node: 
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Uploading a Dynamo Graph to Project Fractal 

Once you’re satisfied with your inputs and outputs, and you’re sure your Dynamo graph 

will produce geometric results, upload your graph to Project Fractal using the File 

menu’s “Send to Web” choice: 
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Give your uploaded graph a name and any description you wish to appear in the graph 

library. Then click the “Publish” button in the dialog. 
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Project Fractal Access 

To access your Dynamo graph in Project Fractal, use a modern browser to access 

http://fractal.live and click on “My Workspaces” (you can also watch the introductory 

videos if you like): 

 

 

 

http://fractal.live/
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You’ll be asked to login. To access Project Fractal, you’ll need your Autodesk ID to sign in 

or you’ll create one using the supplied link.  

 

When first accessing your workspace, you’ll see a request to sign in: 

 

 

 

A subsequent page will request your Autodesk ID username or e-mail: 

 

 

 

On the third page, you’ll enter your Autodesk ID password: 
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On the workspace page, you should see your uploaded Dynamo graph: 
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Activating a Dynamo graph in Project Fractal 

Clicking on the name of the Dynamo graph will bring you to the Project Fractal interface. 

As the interface opens, the uploaded graph will run once, so it may take a few seconds or 

longer to display the first result, depending on how complicated your graph is. Whatever 

time the graph requires to run in Dynamo Studio, the initial load time in Project Fractal 

will be comparable. You should see something like this illustration once the graph loads 

and runs in the cloud: 
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The Project Fractal interface has a number of components, detailed below: 
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Generating Designs in Project Fractal 

If you want to try generating some designs, click on the “Generate” button: 
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Project Fractal combines the maximum, minimum, and average of each variable input 

with any static numeric values to generate individual designs. “Story Height” in the 

illustration below is an example of a static numeric value. 

 

As the graph runs with different sets of inputs, you’ll see a display that might look 

something like this: 

 

 
 

Selecting any of the small thumbnail previews on the left will update the large 

interactive display on the right with the selected design. You can change the viewpoint 

of the large display using a mouse scroll wheel or the toolbar in the upper right corner of 

the page: 
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Filtering and Sorting Generated Designs in Project Fractal 

Hovering the mouse pointer over a single design thumbnail will highlight the thumbnail 

and its input and output values in the parallel coordinates graph in the upper left corner 

of the page: 
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The parallel is interactive.  You can filter your generated designs by clicking and 

dragging on an input or output column to create a filter boundary: 

 

 

 

The filter boundary can be adjusted by clicking and dragging its horizontal borders, or by 

dragging the entire boundary along the vertical axis: 
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You can also sort designs in ascending or descending order against any single input or 

output value using the sorting dropdown menu and ordering control: 
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Adjusting a Single Design 

Clicking on a design thumbnail will load the associated design into the large interactive 

display, as well as setting the input sliders to that design’s generating values. Adjusting 

individual sliders will trigger another graph evaluation, changing the design. The 

changed design can be added to the current list of designs using the “Save” button: 

 

 

 

 

 

Please note: 

If an adjusted design’s new input values match those of an existing design, the “Save” 

button will remain inactive. 
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Run Errors 

Some combinations of graph inputs might generate run errors. The orange exclamation 

point in a thumbnail indicates that a run was completed with errors. Selecting the design 

thumbnail with an error indication and subsequently clicking on the input panel’s 

exclamation point will display details of any errors: 
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Deleting Generated Designs 

Clicking on the “Clear” button will delete all designs from the current list: 
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Other Toolbar Functions 

The Download button provides options to download the Dynamo DYN file, the geometry 

of the currently displayed design in STL format, or the input and output values of the 

currently displayed design in CSV format: 

 

 

Downloaded STL in Autodesk FormIt: 

 

Downloaded CSV in Microsoft Excel:
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The Manage | About button provides access to the detailed list of all your uploaded 

Dynamo graphs and information about Project Fractal: 

 

 

 

The Workspaces button offers quicker access to uploaded Dynamo graphs: 
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The Send Feedback button… 

 

 

… opens a dialog to gather and send feedback directly to the Project Fractal development 

team. Please contact us with questions, requests, and comments. 
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The Logout button ends your current Project Fractal session.

 

 

Have fun! 


